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this .1). r':criaibints the stun of speech and language, as called fai..

by Higginbotham (1974),. Specifically, it attempts to discern the attitudes
toward ''.graMmar".-1,9f;',s'tudents enrolled in a basic speech cpurse.,', The..

,

structural liiig lists' 'notion of graffrnar' it Compared to the students'
notions in order to pinpoint potential instructional 'probleMs:: -Forty
undergraduate dents wereintervieweckextensively and their attitudes
toward granular. re dxplared...The effects of the demand for ,grammatical
correctness on st dents preparing' and delivering s.peeches was also; noted.
These perceptions were. the' compared with 1 inguistic principles. -itesulltt

of this comparison\ sugges hat:the, addition of a unit on language f '

(stressing the linguists' a roach to grammar) to the traditional
basic course in speech communication is needed.:



.. .

In the :Report:of the Memphit,Conference of Tgather Educators
_(Newcombe,antrAllen,1974), one of the conference participants, Dorothy

,

Higginketham,dnotes that and. language ,have been and to a .considerable ,1
extent cOatinue to'be studied as distinct ,disCiplines" (012). In. the Past;
many 'researchers n the field of lingois,tiCs have concentrated on language
with little regir r its-use in actUal-ComOnication situations, while
researchers in ,'t e f ld of speech-Ommunication have studied the
communication process ith little-attention to 'language.' Higginbotham
maintains that "theinev bile consequence of this decision is that the ..-

interdependence of's eech andlanguage has been obscured with the result
that in theory-Wit frig, research, and teaching, the full implications

/.0f each for the'at er-ha$ only recently, begun: to be explored" (p. 12).

'A 'Ad'e ainly, language is pa t of every,speaki g situa'tidn a__, therefore,
should be a -vital area of cone rn and study'.' for anyone interested in ,speech
communication. There have bee very-few stOlies',however, in the speech

it

_communication field-which have investigated lang age sistematicety or
directly. Although some studi s have ihvistigat the relationship.
'between the communication pro esS and language ( .g.;,Porter, Freimuth
and Kibler, 1974; Redd, 1970), most ha e not viewed,lanpage as a.
variable Of central impor=tant

i 'i : , ,.,
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the describing and analyzing
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or state
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of ute.,
rs are to
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f view of

hat there is a,- correctness in the English language
is vievi of language calls attention to certain 'forms
avoid- and labels certain forms of expressions as

-.The- majority of American i n .today take
rescriptiVe greionar (Pyles, 1971

This traditio 1 prescriptiVe notion ignores the fact that there, are
acceptable arients, In language, that is, speech forms do not differ
in SoCial, a ceptab 71t,y'' and are OffrnOnly used by speakers of standard
English E rexam ction between Shall and will 17 is not

:closely, cobs rved i ',general, usage: `In addition,, prescriptive =notion , .

5 does. ,not take into laccount iregi anal !and social, dialects. Linguists
chrl-eariti9nalpiciet-Yfroliogibionetic differences'6n, .

In the speech 0 sspeakers frorty different areas of, the United States
(SOuthiorth d Da

;wanf,
1974). In contrast to this regional variation,

spitakers wit in a single regidn may exhibit,Socialdialects or consistent
'"lingui stic ifferences whin' correlate e, with the' Speake,r Ns socio-economic
class or. str, tom in the' society!' ($outhworth-arid. Daswani, \ 1974, O. 241).
Wh,ildi 1 ingui is o 'jectivelydescribezthese;-differences in sage, many
laymen belie e thit speakers bf;vitiousreglbifeil and especially social
dialects are Speaking "incorrectly." '..z,Z

,.
,i

wDescrijitiofil,:,' Bailey, (197,3)'claimp-that since America has no. ..''

aristocratic or Metropolitan veference roup using a "proper" form of
speech (unlike c untries such- as France , Americans have imagined one
into 'existence. r the sake`. of "'correctness." \,'

,,
.

Severall're earch'stUdies support the twittifs- ti-bitratOrericans-
believe in an a salute.zitandard of correctness., Rosenthal (1973) notes .

that many p es hOorFhildren have a,' remark bly "con;sistet notion of -

whatli '"c° re it"' an "not correct" in len uage.', Stilly 1973) maintains
thates st .sta \junior /high school if not earlier) they are

. barraged *Stet nts about the importance of learning,standard
' /English ,,,if they are ever to make something of their, lives:',

_7

0

5.
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TO sample adults'. notions about language 'alSo, Shuy (1973) asked.16
: Washington, D.C. niployers to evaluate 96 sampl s of speech. The reactions

i

,r. of the employers were that: (1) there fs one,b st form of English which
- should be spdken at all times; (2) a persons 1, nguage useireflects his 4.

logic and intelligence; (3) nonstandard speech/should be eradicated; and ,

( )1making mistakes. is always bad.
' /-

Many Americans elieve that "ordinary speech' is basicalYcareless
and that people shou -be more careful in their use of langua or.

example, most speakers admitted that they "should" use express s such'
as "Jbe.slot in which it goet" instead of!The-s14 it goes in; ydt they
did not ,do so in actual practice (Wolfram and' Fasold, 1974). Ryles (1971)
al So notes)that most people seem to think they should observe ".the rules
of grammatirmore conscientiously than they do. According to'Bailey (1973),
.most Americans believe that "good English . . . [is] an'fdeal towards whiph
all strive but . . . no one attains" (p. 386). In 1960, Hall described an
American attitude which still persists today:

,Usually we, are told and we believe that "correctness", is
characteristic of educated, intellig t people, whereas,
"incorrectness" is the special qualit of uneducated,
ignorant, or stupid people. (p, 11)

Aly (1956) claims that teachers "continue to believe that 'correctness'
is somehow built into words,-[and] is in fact determined by laws of-
language" (p. 167). According to Gleason (1965); the idea that English
grammar is the art .of speaking and writing English-correctly has been
one of.the main forces molding popular attitudes about grammar. Recently,
Langacker (1973) continued to support the conclusions of Aly and Gleason
by adding that the idea that there are "correct" and "incorrect" varieties
of a language is fostered to a considerable degree by educators. - .

g..

The attempt to define "good usage ".: turvey of research ti-Eglish..
As already.noted, there, is genera' agreement among lay speakers of. English -

that-good-Engilsb-should-be,-acquixed-and that. "the rules" should be followed;
however, 54e. do not by any means agree as to what . . , good Ch?.1)ish is"
(Fries, 1966, p. 2).-

Li'a research study supporting this conclusion, Malmstral (1959).
domparedpinformation from the Linguistic Atlas to. the United States
(a massive survey of` the actual usage of the American people)' with '312
usage books friom;.all school levels (grades 3 through 12). Malstromw.
concludes that: .

the textbook writers as a group do 4V-succeed in defining.
ny cOnilstent standard of "correctness" . . . [therefore]
their basic premise that such a standard exists comes into
iluestion. If it [correctness] is an und nabla abstraction,
it is of little practical value in teaching. indeed, as we

. . have seen, it can a41 too easily lead tecontradictions and-
6onfOsions, (p. /97) 1
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4;,,:Thus, .there appears to be little agreement,' even among writers of

usage booksi as to the nature of the "correct" graMmatical standard.
Nevertheless, there still exists the gerrirl misconception among American
laymen that, in order to be correct, larrTgage must be-Spoken strictly
according 'to rifles presented in our grammar:handbooks and textbooks
and even textbook writers believe in an arbitrary -standard of "correct-
ness''' that can and should be discovered and taught.

Survey of current research. Only two current empirical studies 'in
thefield of communication deal with the laymen-'S idea of "grammatical
errors" and communication.

\N
Sencer (1165), in an-unpublished ,study, had 300 male college freshmen

read 1200-word essays containing varying numbers of 'grammatical errors,"
from no errors, to approximately 51 errors in 500 words.- From results of
"cloze" procedure comprehension tests which the students filed out after i,
reading the essays, Sencer concluded, that comprehension was not affect,d*'

.by grammatical errors.
,

.
, * ,

''
4' ?In another unpublished study, Redd (1970)- found t thT3t. severity o

,
, .grammatical errors in a s eechaffected-studen perception of

'intelligence of the spec er and "language of ctiveness",but not
their perceptions of the speaker'S "veca4 qualit ," "delivery," or
ecredi bi 1 i ty. " .

,, J. ,
Although dealing with' "grammatical errors," Sencer',:s study is not

applicable to the present study because it deals with written. communication.
Redd, horiever, specifically dealt with the public speaking situation.. In
her study, Redd did not make.a clear _distinction between 'grammatical
errors" which- occur when a speaker d'O'oses a form of an expression which

' hi when '.a. uses one fort° of an expression which
is not

.occur Whea
o,ilarly used by socially: acCeptable speakersand "grammaticalerrors

his two commonly used forms. For example,es Hall 11960) points out,
"the difference in.sOcial acceptability between. I' ain't and I am not,
between he and hers, .and so forth, is a real .fiaTTF. 13)7-"These
-two---i-nsta es reflect-what -1-inguistslabel-ungrarmiatical, that is,'they viol to the rifles of generally accepted usage. In many instances,
of language usage, however, there 'ts not such a clear cut social
difference: Sowspeech forms (for example, -using it's me instead

.-of it-is I) norrqtly do not differ in socia' acceptWill17. Nonetheless,
American speakers. tend to feel that one of these forms must be . "correct,"
Ape the other 'foto must be,Y.Incorrect" even, though ,they have heard these
I/Wants from approximately!the same kinds of:speaker (Bloomfield, 1933;
Fries, 1960. .

,
t,--

This fact leads"to the following research queitions: -.,,t
_Since language and grammar are salient aspects, of the public,
speaking situation, (1) What are students' attitudes toward, language:ind grammar? and "(2) How .does the detnand' for

,- grammatical correctness affect students*.When. they are, 0; ,preparing and delivering public speeches? '',
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, .

The subjects'of this study were 40 undergraduate students enrolled
in the basic Speech communication course at Purdue University during the
Spring 1976 semcoter., The Aybjects were participants, in the author's
masters! thesis research. -.4 .

Since previous' researcheh have, not studied.students' attitudes ..

toward grammar dr, the effects of these attitudes on the public speaking
situation, standardized instrumenOs to measure these attitudes do not

.., exist. To measure thete.attituda, therefoiv, a researcher would need
to construct a'standardizied measure (suc4 as a self-report scale) or
rely on a less structured format such as an interview. The present
researcher chose the interview form4t.due to its potential for yielding
more information even-if that information is not as quantifiable as the
information received from the use of a standardized instrument. -

Thus, an 11-question Interview Schedule was devised by thd researcher
for use, in this study. The Interview Schedule was designed to elicit -.

demographic information as well as fe ngs and opinions about grammar

forma was followed. A copy of the schedule is included in
and p lic speaking from the responden . A moderately-scheduled interview

ix A.

Each-ofithe 40 respondents was contacted and a one-hour interview,
period-was scheduled. ,The'interviews were conducted by the researcher

lk,
in the same room during a ten-day time period. Each interview wa tape
recorded.withthe consent of the respondent. Due to a mechanical failure
of the tape recorder, three respondents had to be re-interviewed.

-
In.order to establish rapport and make the respondents feel comfortable

in the interview setting, they were first askedto provide some dethographic
information (see question.1 of the Interview Schedule, reproduced i =n'
Appendix A) and to provide some information'on their speech background
(see question 2). The respondents were then asked to rank<seven items . ,,

( elriery, organtiatidn, grammar, supporting material, 4isua1-aids-,-
reasoning, and Voice of subject) in order of, importance to them when

. making a public speech (see question 3). The respondents were then
asked questions 4 through 12 and follow-up questibps, such as "Why?"
or "Why not?'", to elicit 'additional information. The interview, wa
terminated by- thanking the respondentA for their participation in the
study and asking them not to discuss the Interview withjheir Class
mates.

RESULTS

a

The following results were obtained from an analysis of the responses:
-to the questions on the Interview Schedule.

4
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(Mestion 1: .Are you a freshman, so'phoMore, jpnior or senior? What school
are you in? Haw old are you? Where were you born? -t

The overwhelMing majority of respondents (n = 35) Were4college
freshmen. °Their mean age was 18.8 ears. Their majOr areas of study
were fairly'evenly divided among the programs offered at Purdue University.
A large number of the respondents (n = 23) were bornign and were residents
of the state of Indiana.

.

Question 2: Have you given a speech in your basic communica0on class
. yet? How many speeches have you-given? What type (or

`types) of speeches were they?. . When were. they given?- Have
you ever, given.a.speech outside of the basic class? Please

( describe the occasion and the type.of speech.

All respondents had given an informative speech in the basic speech
-course prior to,the interviews. Since the interviews for the present study
were conducted at the time when persuasive speeches were being given, some
of the respondents had given a second in-class speech. Eleven of the
respondents reported that they had never given a speech outside of their
basic speech class.

Question 3: .Rank the following items in order of importance to you'when
you are delivering a public speech - - delivery, organization,
grammar, supporting material., visual aids, reasoning, choice
of subject.

The mode ranking for each item is listed in Table 1. Respondents
considered "choice of subject" to be the' most important and "visual aids"
to be*the least important item when delivering a public speech. host of
the respondents reported that mint of the Other listed items were of more
importance to them than -"grammar" when delivering a public-Speech.

Table 1

Question 4: Is grammar -something that you.feel--you'areconcerned with?
Why?

s.

Responses to this question were categorized as fillows:

Grammar "comes naturally," it is not much of a,problem because the
respondent was brought up to know what to say. (21 respontes)

It is more important to get one's ideas across; (10 responses) <-
GraMmar shows a person's intelligence, poor grammar takes away 'a

great dell from what alle has totsay. (8 responses)
The respondent notices a,great deal of "bad grammar" today.

(1 response) .

Thus, most of the respondents indicatedthat "grammar" comes fairly
naturally to them and is, therefore, of little concern.
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oQuestion:5:, Would you or do you pay more -attention to your use:of 4rainmo
when youiare givihg a speech then at other times? Why?

Responses were-categorized as fol4o0

The respondent feels too nervous Lfront of people; he/she needs
to pay attention to other).thiligt. (10 responses)

Good grammar increases one's credibility, helps, one to come across
well so that one will not Oistract the audience. (9 responses)

It does not bother the respondent intoral communication. (8 responses)
Using poor,grawmar affects a teacher's evaluation of the speech.

(4 response's)

'The.respondent is more concerned about getting his/her ideas across.
(3, responses)

No reason given. (1 response)

Some respondents ,felt too nervous in front of an audience to pay attention
to grammar, while otherspaidparticular attention to grammar in order to
increase their credibility.

.
.Question 6: Can you remember a specific teacher, or maybe even several

teachers, who impressed upon you the importande of using
good grammar?

Six respondents coUldlibt recall.a specific teacher. For those
respondents who named.a. specific teacher or teachers, responses were
coded into the following categories:

a. -

High school teacher <15 responses).
Junior high. schoOl teadher (10 responses)
tlementarmohool teacher (5 responses)
College teaCher (4 responses)

9..ta:'1.!'

Thus, more reepondentS remembered high school teachers who corrected their
grammar. 6

Question 6, Partj2; -What do you: remember .most about this teacher?

Responses to this question were categorized as follows:
, -

.Thiteacher stressed grammar over ideas and "drilled it into the.
Students.", (f8 responses)

The teacher always spoke correctly. -(6responses)
The teacher's criticism helped students realize gor grammar was:

important. (5 responses)
The teacher claimed that good grammar showed a person's intelligence.

(3 respOhseS)
The teacher should have stressed granimar more. (1 response)

, The teacher taught ''common sense." '(1 response)

Thits, the majority of the respondents seemed to have negatiVe impression
of\teachers who impressed upon them the importance of, "good Oammae."'
The respondents remembered that grammar was stressed over ideas and that
it was "drilled inte.you." 'WY feii students (n= 5). thought that the

-.%.

teacher-was.being helpfpl.__ ,)

10 ;-
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Question

-N

r part 3: Did this teacher make youleelat'all self-conscioas:-
about speaking? Why?

4.sponses to this question were categorized as folloW&T ''

). . ,.

The respondebt felt confident about the use of grammar. (8responses)
The teacher was being helpful. (3 responses) I
ThCrespohdent mentioned the authority of the teacher. (3 responses)

, The course emphasized writing not speaking (2 responsis)- .

(-, 1 The respondentAnew the whole class was watching. if a grammitical
mistake was made. (2 responses,) s .

The respondent claimed grammar did not matter. (1 response)

Thus, many of these respondents did not feel self-conscious about, their use
of grammar.

,

Question 7: Can you'remember an instance when you made a grammatical '

N, .
mistake and jumped on you for it?

About half the respondents (0 = 19) could remember being corrected
for/making a grammatical mistake.

could

Question 7, part 2: Can you remember wnat you said?

The responsesrespondents who r member a specific grammatical

.10
.4e mistake were categorized into:

Actua errors (.verb tense, ain , double negatives). (17.resilnses
Perot ved errors which are not cdrsidereegi'ammatical errors,(slip

of the tongue, mispronunciation, word choice). (11 responses)'
?rescriptive errors. (5 responses)
Errors in written language. '(8 responses)

Respondents recalled as many perceived errors as actual 'errors.

QuestiOn 7, part 3: How did. you fddl [When someone corrected you for
making a grammatical error]? Why?

Responses to this question were categorized as follows:

The respondent does not like to make mistakes or have someone
correct them. (7 responses) i,

The respondent was glad, because the person was b ing.helpful.
(5responses)

The person waSemphasizing the mistakes instead off the ideas,
presented. (5 resimnses),

. The pefson was' teasing. (1. response)
Grammar is "not that important. (1 response)

1 OA d tSo spon en s were upsellOy being corrected for grammatical errort.

4
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Question 8: Do teachers criticize yaw grammar.a lot? Why?

Responses to this question were categorized .as follows:
9.,

Because I. don't *make 'that .many, mistakes . ( 1 2 -iesponsei )
They haVe no time; they're co$entratfng on'-the Subject of the cour

grammar. is not a' part Of .the class., (1.0 responses-),
No reason .given. (§ responsei)''
Only on papirs. (5, responses)
To helpyou. (2 responses)

. So a person will not withdraw. (2 responses)
The respondent does not say thatmuch in class.. (1 response)
The respondent's 'Vocabulary h not very large. (1 response)
Only if .you ,"ovArdo"'it. (1. response)

Again,,many respondents fe11 y were not criticized becau e they A

generally spoke utorrect1311."' . ,
Question 8, part ,2: Do speech teachers criticize your grammar as much as

, other tea hers? Why?

Responses, to this question,Wire categorized as fol lows

That's their job, speech teachers, are trained to pick out grammatical
errors so you can.learn to speak in front of people, (18
responses) J

Speech teacher eel that it.;that` is your way of communicating it is
r,v all right, grarimar, is lict the most important .thing in a speech.'

t6 responses) - .

The:reSpondent feels he/She iPeaks well. (5 responses)
.11ot in they respondent's expertence.. .(5 ,responses)
Using correct grammat would help when looking' for a Job, it gives

-confidence in front of peOple.'-',it (4 responses)
It IS now too. ?ate to poigt out:mis.takes. (2 responses),

;;.Thus, many respondents believed that. Ys the speech teacher! s job to
correct gramatical errors. .

Ques;.ion 8, part 3: Do other people eVer criticize your grarnmar?.., For
example, your friends? Why?

Responses to, this q es,tion.were categorii'Lit as follows:

Friends are' not wor ied- about yOur grainier 'as long is the. meaning.
getS across. .,:lf0 iesponses) . .1i -..., .;,,,

...The respondent 'talks th same as hfs/her-friiiids and makes the same. .. 7
-mislakes..."..i()014-e .onseS). ' 4 :

As .a jola. (1: reSpor4s) . '' - . . f., K
'

The 'respondent Corrects friends' grawmar. (5 responses) . i

to improve.the respOndent's speech, to help him /her_. out (4 responses).
- 'Friends do not want t9, hurt yOur :feelints.. (2 restionses)

Becaute the respondent talks 'di'fferently' than hisier friends.
52 responses 6. lb
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In general, then, respondents believed that their'frjends were no
particularly concerned. about their-gratrimar..

Question 8, part 4: Do other people ever-criticiie your grammar'? For,
-....., ,

example, -your. pa%-ents? Why?
. .- ' ,e..

.P.
;Responses to this question w.erecategorized as follows:

. .ci

rd

_

His/her parentt usedto.cri4icize grammar,' but do not anymore.
(7 respodsts) .4 a ' r

To help the-Aspondent out,-so hp/she will impress people.
_ (6 responses)
The, family doei not talk about,Tatters such as grammar. (4 responses)
The respondent feels 6e/she dogs" not make that, many errors. (3

responses)

The respondent Speaks the same way as the parents do. (3 responses)
As'a joke, kidding. (2 respOs)
,The respondent is not around hMher pa.rents that much. (2 responses)
Only the respondent's mother does. (rrpsponses)
No reason given. (2 resporf)

Thus,' seveyal-Nof the respondents mentioned that .their-'parents used to
criticize-their 'grammar, but that they no-longer did. 'Others noted that
their parents criticized, their. grammar "to help out" $o that, they would
be able-to "impress people with their. use of good grammar.

tis

Question 8, part 5: Do other people ever criticize your grammar? For
example; anyonebesides your parents or friends?'
Why74,4 A+VC"'

Few, respondents (n = 10), named a specklic person 'Other than friends
or parents who ever criticized their grammar:

Question 9: Can you remember any books that specifically-told you to
avoid grammatical mistakes?

Responses to this question were categorized as follows:

_English books (15 respOns'es) .

Gramar books (5 responses)
Novels (4 responses)
M'Iscellaneous bc;toks:(3 responses)
College books (1 response)

r.

Thus, more respondents mentioned English books than any other'type
book.

.

Question 9, part 2:. What do you remember about these books?

Responses to this question were categorized as follows:

Emphasized rules. (a1 responses)
"Boring;" "dry," "uninteresting." (10 responses)
Set an example, either good or, bad. ,(7 reSponses)
Helpful, handy as a.reference. (2 responses)

13 I
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Thus,lmost of the respondents remembered tlitt the books emphasized rules
ot..yefe.:not very interesting reading. ,

. .
, .

Question, 10: Do,iyou think you. pay as much attentiontoyour grammar when
you prepare to'give a speech' as you do -when you prepare to
write a paper? ,Why?

" Retponses to this question were categorized as follows:-

.. ,

The speech outline is brief, a paper can btread'and re-reed by the .

teacher to.potice grammatical mistakes. (21 responses)
The respondent writes out 'both a speech and a paper,. (7 respoqses)
A diicussion lone is used in a speech, a-paper needs to be more formal,

and takes more time to write: (4 responses)
The respondent can re-read a paper and correct grammatical mistakes

before it is handed in, a speech is given only-once. (3

responses)
.

" More people hear a speech. (3 responses)
f-P!

The respondent does not'worry about either. (2 responies)
,

Thus, the. respondents seem concerned about grammatical errors in situationsz
''' where teachers have more time to notice them.

.

a ,
. . .

Question llt Generally, are you concerned about your use of grathamr?- Why?-
ft,'-'. ,

,
Responses to this question were categorized asqollows:

Th spondent believes good grammar showsintelligence, education.
(11'responses)

Th respondent is cbnfident ofhis ability. (10 responses)
The spondent is more concerned !pout ideas, one-cannot change

one's use of grammar now 17 responses)
The respondent is concerned in front of people, for example, giving

a speech, but not-with friends. (6 responses)
The respondent is concerned With grammar only when writing a paper.

(2 responses)
People keep talking about the importance of good grammar. (2

responses)
Thinking about grammar seems to improve it. (1 response)
America is' losing its language. (1 response)_, .(

Thus, many 'of the respondentslare confident_of their ability to' use good
grammar.

A

DISCUSSION

11

SeVen.Major.conclusionscan be drawn from this study. First of all,
students enrol in etIsic,speech coursg believed in the existence of a
"correct graMiar." Some,stUdenta believed that they used "correct. grammar"
While others believed:that they did, not use it, The majority orthe
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respondents in this study viewed "grammar" from Fries' (1940) " onVentional
pOint of-vieW," that there is one correct way tiPspeak. One -spondent
mentioned, that he liked to study grammar "beause was "so hing that
had'rules and you could stick to them." SeVeral respondents felt that
they. had "talked better" in junior high or high school, whe they were
taking "grammar" courses, than they do now. One responden,' said, "I'
had forgotten most of my grammar, act-pa-T.1y, I till . . . se proper
grammar, but I have forgotten most of it from when I was junior

mmhigh school." Thus, these respondents considered "graa " a set of
artificial rules to be memorized, and not 'the structuring principle of,
their language. ThiscIdea is consistent-WM linguists' descriptibn

i of the common attitude toward ,gramMar (cf. Bloomfield, 1931; Hall,"
1960; Fries, 1966; Pyles, 1971).

:Secondly, most of the respondents had been exposed to.ajuntor high
or high sChool.,teacher.who they. perceived "drilled" grammar into them,
corresponding to -Shuy't (1973) and Langacker's (1973) observations that
most students are "drilled" in prescriptive grammar. They rememberdd .

the teacher emphasizing rules and-constantly interrupting them to
correct mistakes. Ont respondent described her frustration when" she

.

asked a tetsber, "Tan 1 have this?", and theteachersaid "Whit?". over
And over until thc:§irl said "May) have thisl?"; at that paint, :the"
teacher asked the -OH what she 'wanted and the girl realized that the
teacher had been listening to how she-Was, Speaking instead o to'what
she was saying. Many respondents mentioned that they did not like to
have their grammar OrreCted because it indicated to them that the
person4hey.weee.talking:to4as-paying more attention to how they .

were speaking- than to4vhat,they were trying to. y.
4...

, .,
Third, most Of theT.respOndents believed that good grammar was a,

mark of an educated person. Typical Comments were: "If they use bad
grfmmar,,yOu think either. they don't care or.they're lazy;" "You don't
pay much attention 'to. people who sound stUpid;" and "When you have good,'
grammar it seems like you found more intelligent." Many of-the-respondents
.0a4rebd that "you should think about_itlgTaMmaribiCause people are going
to judge you by ho!tyoUtalk,'what kind-oflanguage you use

,-7 Several students, however, expressed the belief that "cer?jn..
- tituationt. take different.modes.of grammar," as Scheidel (l972)indicates.

Most of the students differentiated between the type of grammar used in a.

formal speech and thegype of grammar used in front, of a.clast. When
asked. to explain theTifferenceseVeral students mentioned that' they

use a "more ,discassional" 'tone in front,of their classes and,:
would,perhapsute a few slangexpressions. The ,students. also clairk
thAt grammatical mistakes in a speech drew "their [the audience's]
attention awAyfrom what you [were] trying totay,".ind, consequently,
"lower[ed] speaker.credihility."' This' attitude is the idea advocated,

lu'by several basic speech textbook writers (cf. McCroskdy.:1968; Ross,
1970, arid Wiseman and Barker, 1967)

- Fourth, several of the responiients mentioned that when" a.teacher
Amprestes upon. them the importance of avoiding grammatical mistakes it
"kind of makes you wonder wheh you-.spoke [sic] if you make the' same'

c
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grammatical errors . [and] makes you feel self-conscious about. t
[your, grafter] wtile yotere giving a speech." Another said, "After they
corrected you,,you realized you were maklng mistake and you'd start g,

thinking'about your-mistakes and try r make em, . . . you can
,..only think about so many thins , and i attire thi ing about-grammar,
then yde..re not going . beAgainking about whateve you're talking 4
about." ,Anoth "gap idea: "I feel like ,.I ought to use the,
correct gramma . When I don't'and I realize it, then 4 feel self-
consciout about These,statements are consistent with the findings
of Bailey-(1973) nd Wolffam and Fasold .(1974) that constant monitoring
of one's language can lead to self-conscipusness.

Fifth, many.° elstudents expressed.the idea hit.9ood gramme0 .

would not necessarily increase someone's 'topinion off/ them, but-that-bad
grammar would definitely detract froms one's oprinion of them, especially
ih job interviews. No one felt,that using good grammar would help them-to:
get a better job, but many respondents felt,that-ustng poor grammar would

6qr. decrealw their chances of getting a job. Interestingly, this sentiment.

was expressed, in almost the same:form, genturies ago by Cicero:
I ":1f..

,

Nobody ever-adMired an.oratbr for correct grammar, they only
laugh at him, if Kis gremmaris bad, and,not'only think him. .,
_no,oratorbut,not even a human being; nooneLever,sangTthe--
.praises of a speaker whose styli-I-Succeeded in making his
meaning intelligible to his audience, but only-despised
.one, deficient ivtapaciti to do so. (0e Oratore, 1948
translation,pp..741-42)

. ., ,\

Sixth,'Balley3,1973) ma4ntains that "Englist teachers are usually
treated as. the hierophants Who have been admitt d.to the inner temple.
where 'correctness'. delle (p. 386),. Several_ spondints tn-the-present
_Study_commented7thatrtheir-mdthers had. been Eng sh teachers, and wet*
'arrays correcting- their childrenit grammar, because.."they [the mothers]
knad correct gramMar." Perhaps Bailey's observation should.be expanded'
tainclude'Secreteries since several of the respOdents believed theft(
Mothers, Who were secretaries, were also-extremely knowledgeable about
'grammar. -,The fact that many respondents noted that their mothers and
not their fathers corrected.theirgrammar is consistentldith.Ws-41975)
observation that females attempt to reach a higher statusinlanguage than
-#6 meet. ' .. .. 1

A' ,.. ' .. .

e

Seventh, a nu*erarthe respondents believed that teachers were
purposely looking for mistakes in their.work.- This was espegially true,4

"according to the respondents, in written, work. The respondents agreed'
with- Rims (1970) that'a.speech teacher would criticize themAiligently;,
but many: respondents, believed that* it was now too late to improve they
use,of grammar: They believed that, grammar should be lehrnee in junior
-high and high school and that by the time one lets to college it-is too '

lrnlate toea it if one ,has not already done V°.
, .

. .1

One respoadent had a very interesting, insight about'hlsi1igh school
"grammar classTM, and the rules he was supposed to follow:
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It didn't even sound eight, but that's the wady they ,slid

1t was. ,It did 't sound natural talking .' . . or writing

that, . . . pro ably, becaOse most people don't alk

gramMatically correct all the time and most peo le .' . .

talk with bad grammar . ; . soithe more you he r the kind
of grammar people talk, that's going to sound m re natural

than so-called corrct grammar. -

One respondent expressed' the dilemma she face
grammar-vs. saying what her friends said: "

if your grammar isn't real sloppy, but righ
seem really super-educated.and sophi. icat

describing attitudes such as these, :Er
good reasons for not using/overprecise
have the vague feeling th t ordinary, s

that they should foTow the rules" (p.

Only one respondent Was aware th
changes.. She believed t at this was
of timewith her grand rents, who to

attribut d
anged the means.. of co unicitioh

tIMPL:

M

in choosing 4o use "correct"
ou always seemf more edugited
now . , . I don't want to

d." Wol fram. andt Fasol d (1974),.

q that "inspite/of eminently
ech,most Amerians still ,*
ch is basically careless and

85).

grammar changes beCause language.
rue because she spent quite a bit
ed' differently than she did. She

t .
be kept up- to- date.:

clse-ople -changed ,anycti society:

ATION

from the Tespohtes giVen,in this study colldge freshmen clearly do::
. tdt-hd4e a view of lahgUager viti :600iCidet with the prevailing attitudes

of lindtistt. Colitge.feshmen reflett-the -opinion of mayAmericans
that there ione "correct" sta dird' which must be followed in-order:

''te appear '"impl)igent" ant "ed cated:" They subtcribeto7the- notions

of traditional 'prescriptive 9r ar'instead' of the emip$rically based

descriptive grammar., Students therefore, need .to beymade aware,Of-:,

linguistic research and attitudes so that they do, not perpetuate the '

prescriptive myth Of 'fleighthesi" and continue to look down upon' others
who do not speak standard Engl ti f or even others who do not -choose to

use the sameoryariants of certain grammatical constructions.;

Studentshoul46:introdUced to. ,the overriding I inguisticiwtnctple-
. .

that,:.in some. cases, usage varies. Students need to about regional

and social dialects .and,stylistic variations. ,Hopefully, 'students who are

.
more aware of the principles of .language,will be confident .in their Own

. sveech: Or,: at least, able to identify variants' which they use and which

they consciously:want:30 Change.

Allis paper. is .hot...advocatin the use 'of unacceptable grammar (such

at' hisself Or I: doesnl t -dare), b calling for an end to the myth of
NriTEREF,.,' the feeliOgthat sPo en language is either right or wrong
according to some unChanging, ebtelute.code. "In many instances, there
aPre perfectly acceptable dialectical variations such as regional and

social' dialectst:
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,As `comMuni eat i tpAc
dilierVice to our .s.tu
acceptable.* Clearly they
instances, by how' well he
as much a disservice to to
basis in actual usage or
hear and usakat home is s
to Use in.school.

*15

ers, we cannot ignore langinge. It would be a
to teach them that all language variations are
re not, and the.:student will, b judged, in_maky
r shellandles :standard Wish. kit it is just
ch Or strits graignatical rules w ich have no
make students4elteve that the language they
how .i nrerionlo' the language they.are expected

. ' ,.,The basic s eech course sh4d include a unit on thededcriptive
approad td -fang age. "rites principles-of-descriptive linguistics taught
in,tliis unit mi.gh., give cdarfort- and insight'to the student in this study
who ild:" : L .

.N , t

When I 'give a speech my head
e ,out that .yoytrdon't t

help it. ,

°

is all jumbled up. Words
say, but you just can't

7+.
s

r
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Mode. Rankings for Items irr ,the -Interview

Schedule, Question '3.

("Rank the following items in order of importance to you when you are
delivering a Oublitipeechdelivery, drganization, grammar, Supporting'
material, visuj aids, reasoning,-choice subject.')

Item Ranking Frequency

Delivery
Organization

1.

3

,

'11

15
Grtmmar 6 12
Supporting material 3- 11

4 Visual aids 24
Reasoning . 4 14
Choice of 'subject 1 20.1,
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AttpendixA

Interview Schedule

Rsceive respondents consent to tape ,record. interview.)

17

want to *sure you that there are no right or wrong answers to the
questions I'm going, to ask you. Jim interested in your opinions and
.feeling?!' .Please-try. to answer these questions as honestly as you can.

1. First of all, I.'d like to get some general 'information freyou.
.

Are you a freshMan, sophomore, junior or'senior?
What school are you in? (For example, Science, Management, etc.)
How old are you?
Where were you born?",e,-

'07
I understand that you're
right now.

enrolled in, the 'basic communication course

Have you given a speech in class yet? HowMany speeches. have you
given? What type-of speeches were they ?' ,When were they
given? .... . .

Have-you ever Oven a speech..outsipe of 'the basic communication
class? Please describe the occasion-and the type 'of.speech..

, . ,

rd-rike you to rank tnese-items--(show -,te-spondent the items) in . ,

order of importance when you are making a speech-. Mark the thing
that is most important to you Nunter- 1, the second most important.
Monter 2., etc. .,In other wards, which things do you pay tfielmost
attention_to wherryou give-a -speech?-- ..,.. .

. ,
v .. .

17

Now$ I'd like to talk sPecificallg-:about grammar.
b

Is, grammar something you feel that you are concerned with? How
., concerned are you.with ,grammar? Why?

5. Would you or do you pay more attention to your use of grannar whentyou are giving a ,speech than aother times?
414

. Can you remember :a specific teacher,,ona3ibe even several teaChers,
who impresied upon you the importance off {sing good grammar?

What do you remember Witt about this teacher?
Did this teacher make you feel at all self-conscious about speaking?
Why or why .not?

°

4' .4- .
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,t. : .

7. Can you remember an instance when youVrde a,gratomatiO41 mistake
and somefte jumped on you because of it? ,can,406i'remernber what
you .said? -(If Ybu can't'remember an instance, can you remember
-hearing someone else malie an error? What did the person so?)

...4 ; ....
'1'it

Describe the ini4gent.
. .

How did(YOu feel? (How do.yoU think the other person felt? How
would, you have felt,:ifyou had been 'person ?) ,

Why? , ,. '..

, .
!.

A. Do teachers criticize your grammar a lot?

Why?

Do speech teachers criticize your grammair as much as other
teachers?

Why?' to

Dopother people ever-criticize your grammar? for example, your
friends or your parents?

Why?

9. Can.you remember any books that specifically told you to avoid
grammatical mistakes ? What do you remember about them?

10. Do you think you pay as auch attentionto your grammar when you
Prepare to give a speech as you do when you prepare to write a
paper?

Why?

11. Generally, are you concerned about your use of grammar?

0

Thank-you for your time.
, .

O
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